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Presentation
Glogster EDU, and Skype
An overview of how the multimedia tool, Glogster EDU, and Skype were
integrated in a thematic, cross-curricular unit of work in a 2nd class setting.
Dabbledoo

@ceanntina

DabbleDoo is a free website with interactive activities to develop musical
literacy and skills. A brief introduction to its potential in the classroom!

Danny McFadden
Danny.McFadden@gmail.com

Horizons don’t get any further than Antarctica – Technology can take you
anywhere!!

@dantarctic
Ian Roller
ian.roller@dit.ie

www.plotagon.com
Have you ever wished your stories would turn into real animated videos?
Plotagon is an app and a program for the PC for making stories come to life,
with your pupils in the director’s seat. Write the story, choose the characters,
and press play – it's that simple.

Cormac Cahill
cormaccahill@me.com
@cosmiccork
Joanne Toal & Susan Pike
mstoal@scoilfhursa.ie
@joannetoal1
@MsToalsClass

Book Creator for iPad
Using Book Creator for iPad to create Social Stories for children with social
difficulties.
Social Change with Senior Pupils
This presentation will explore how 5th/6th class pupils in Coolock set about
investigating their local area. They sought to about social change, share their
vision of an improved future and have their ideas considered by community
leaders.

Kathleen Byrne
principal@glencullenschool.ie
@katzb21
@Glencullen_NS
@teachmeet_east
Ciara Brennan
ciarapbrennan@gmail.com	
  
stpetersbrayblog@gmail.com

Caring for Our World Week
A whole school environmental event focusing on Environmental
Sustainability.

Online Assessment tools
A seven minute spin around the best online assessment tools for use in the
primary classroom!

@PrimEdTeacher
@StPetersBray
@teachmeet_east
Maria O Sullivan
mariaosullivan@sdublincoco.ie

16 for ‘16 Using Source, South Dublin Libraries’ digital archive in the
history class.

@mariamernagh
@summerbuzz

This presentation will feature a selection of the images relating to the 1916
rising that are available on the South Dublin Libraries digital archive. The
images are free to access, available to all and can be downloaded or viewed
online. It will give attendees at the Teachmeet a flavour of the type of
resources that public libraries are making available as part of the Decade of
Centenaries.

Nicola Spokes
nicholaspokes@hotmail.com

Creating a Digitally Smart School

@nicholaspokes
@scoiloscaircns

Jenna Kleine
jenna@classdojo.com
www.class

Scoil Oscair CNS is a new CNS, which was set up as a technology driven
school, where IT is integrated on every platform throughout the entire
curriculum. Our school fuses the best of traditional teaching methods with
most innovative teaching methodologies. Our prime focus is on the 3R’s but
using technology to enhance all three. Currently, our children are exceeding
national norms for literacy and numeracy. In our 2nd year, our children have
1:1 iPad deployment, children teach coding to parents once a month (Senior
Infants), Parents can access their kids work from home etc…the list is
endless.
Presentation would focus on what we are doing and how it can be done in
other schools who wish to use some of our ideas.
Class Dojo
Exploring use of Class Dojo in the Classroom

@jenna_kleine

Teachmeet Ireland Primary East are looking for presenters to share ideas, resources and
innovative projects for their next meeting! Are you interested? :-)
Email: teachmeetprimaryeast@gmail.com
Web: http://teachmeetirelandprimaryeast.wordpress.com/
Twitter: @teachmeet_east #TMeast
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Right Sparks
Rights Sparks, supported by Amnesty International Ireland provide
free CPD opportunities in human rights education (HRE) and
development education (DE). The workshops are run by teachers and
are for teachers. This presentation will outline some of the workshops
available to schools in Dublin.
Practical Ideas
A mixed bag of cross-curricular practical ideas and tools to aid
teaching and learning.

@bnighrogain
Nigel Lane
nlane@stcorbans.com
@NL_84
Lisa Brett
lisa.brett2@gmail.com
@brettsers

Stephen Howell
v-sthowe@microsoft.com
@saorog

Tech Tool
A nice techy tool to engage reluctant writers, available online and
offline, with a not-too-steep learning curve!
Cube Creator
Cube Creator allows students to identify key parts of the lesson –a
story, a fact file or biography- and transform them into a cube which
allows for visual and kinetic learning to take place. This is a free tool
which can be modified, printed and created into a cube which can be
used again and again.
The 3 Ds
The 3 Rs are covered: we know how to read, Write and do Arithmetic.
Time to teach the 3Ds: Design, Develop and Debug
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